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Have you ever wondered why your business isn’t making more money?

 
Why working longer or harder just doesn’t seem to make a dent in your bottom line?

Why chasing after new customers takes so much time and energy?

And does it ever seem like your successful competitors know some “secret” to making sales that you don’t?

If this sounds familiar, we have good news and bad news for you.

The bad news is this: if it seems like there’s something successful people know that you don’t… it’s true! THEY DO.

But the good news is that there’s nothing holding you back from using the same methods that have made the world’s
wealthiest business owners, trainers, coaches, healers, and other professionals so successful.

 

Will Your Business Ever Make You Wealthy?  
Or Will You Settle For  

“Just Getting By”?
 

Take Control Of Your Future With This Powerful Step-By-Step Marketing System Developed By  
T. Harv Eker

 

RESERVE YOUR SPOT

 

 

 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT EXPIRES IN:

 

Chat
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All you need is the right system. Once you know the system that wealthy people use to create their success, you can
practically print money. And in a moment, we’ll tell you the system that thousands of people from around the world have
used to learn these methods. It’s the same step-by-step system T. Harv Eker has used to make over $500 million from his
business ventures and soon you’ll be able to use it too.

But �rst, there’s something you need to understand…

It Doesn’t Matter How Good Your Product Or Service Is – You Won’t Get Rich If No One

Knows You Exist!

 
In our society, marketing has a bad name.

We complain about TV commercials trying to manipulate us and play on our emotions. We roll our eyes at cheesy
billboards and toss junk mail in the trash. A call from a telemarketer can be frustrating enough to ruin our day.

And yet, for people who run a business, marketing is often seen as a “necessary evil”.

After all, no one can buy your products if they don’t know they exist.

The truth is, marketing doesn’t have to be a dreaded chore. When you �nd the right approach, suddenly, selling your
products and services becomes easy.

But instead of chasing potential customers or clients down, resorting to cold calls, or throwing away money on ads that
never seem to show solid results…

 

You Can Learn To Market Yourself Without “Selling” People Products They
Don’t Want And Don’t Need

 
Today you’re going to learn about a step-by-step system you can use to magnetically attract your dream customers or
clients.

Instead of spending your days chasing down the next paycheck, you can spend more of your time doing what you love,
and less time wondering when your next sale will come in.

But it won’t happen if you spend 100 hours a week creating products, ordering inventory, or perfecting your services in the
hopes of making it big instead of marketing.

Unfortunately most people spend less than 20% of their e�orts on marketing and that’s one of the most common reasons
why most businesses fail.

Marketing is responsible for the income you bring into your company and it keeps your company a�oat. Without
marketing you have no customers, without customers you have no money, and without money you have no business.

So what would happen if you turned the tables and really invested in developing your marketing skills… and went from
spending whatever you currently spend on marketing right now to spending 80% of your time on it? How would your life
change?

Some of you reading this might think that sounds agonizing. If you’re only spending 20% or less of your time marketing,
there’s probably a reason. Because if you’re like so many business owners, professionals, coaches, trainers, and healers -
you hate the idea of “selling” to people. It makes sense. We don’t like to bother other people. We aren’t sure if we’re
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wasting their time. And most of all, we don’t want to hear a rejection.

And that’s what makes Harv’s system so powerful. It teaches you how to market yourself and your business – without ever
having to “sell” yourself again!

How? It’s actually very simple. When you target your marketing to the people who really want and need your product or
service, making money becomes easy. You no longer have to persuade, nag, or beg your prospects to buy.

We’ll explain how it all works in a moment. But �rst, a little about your teacher (T. Harv Eker) and some of the mistakes he’s
made on his own journey to wealth.

Harv Has Learned How To Market The Hard Way – So You Don’t Have To!
 
This comprehensive training program is taught by T. Harv Eker. You may know him as the bestselling author of the book
“Secrets of the Millionaire Mind”, as well as the creator of numerous life-changing trainings on wealth and mindset.

Over the years, he’s earned more than $500 million through his businesses – nearly half a billion simply by using his own
real-world experiences to help thousands and thousands of students create high levels of success in their own lives.

But Harv wasn’t always a millionaire. In fact, for about 10 years he struggled with a series of failed business ventures –
wondering why it seemed impossible to get any of his ideas o� the ground. At one point he was so broke he had to move
back in with his parents – embarrassing at any age, but especially at age 30!

Then, he received some advice that would change his life forever. A wealthy family friend told him to study the strategies
and mindset of people who were already rich and to �nd out what they had in common that made them so successful.

And the rest is history.

Now, after years of trial and error, Harv has created a step-by-step, copy and paste system that literally anyone can use to
create wealth. These are powerful marketing strategies that can help any business, in any industry, �nd ideal customers
and draw them to you like magic.

As Seen On:
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Here's What Some Of Our Students Are Saying About The Wealthy

Marketer

 

“It's Worth 10 Times Its Value!”

“I just cannot see how a company can work without this knowledge. It's worth 10 times its value!”
– Andreas Salas

“An Action Plan To Boost My Income On-Demand.”

“The Wealthy Marketer helped me develop a comprehensive marketing template for my business and all I have to do now
is pull the trigger. So based on the strategies and tactics I now have an action plan to at boost my income on-demand.
Thanks Harv for another slam dunk.”
– Roberto Gonzalez

“I Have A Complete Marketing Program.”

“Before the program I was very frustrated with my marketing e�orts. Now, after completing The Wealthy Marketer, I have
a complete marketing program and I am looking forward to implementing every single bit of it.”
– Laura Sherlock

“A Millionaire Marketing Mind And Marketing Plan For My Company.”
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“I've been in business for twenty years and I never wanted to know anything about marketing; I had no marketing plan.
Now, after this course, I feel like I now have a marketing mind and a marketing plan for my company. This was one
awesome program. Thank you!”
– Gary Gordon

“A Seven-Course Dinner That Is Juicy, Full Of Meat And Nutritiously Well-

balanced.”

“This program is just like being very, very, very hungry and being o�ered a seven-course dinner that is juicy, full of meat
and nutritiously well-balanced. Now I am feeling very full but it will take me a while to digest all this food.”
– Sylvie Dubois

Introducing The Wealthy Marketer: “Marketing Secrets That Will Make You Rich”

 

 
This comprehensive marketing system will have people literally lining up to buy from you!
 
Whether you’ve been in business for years and are looking to grow, or you’re just starting out and want to
get o� to a strong start, this program is packed with information that will accelerate you lightyears beyond
your competition.
 

 

When you enroll in The Wealthy Marketer, you'll learn how to:

 
De�ne your message to attract the best buyers

Determine your target markets and discover lucrative specialty markets
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This foolproof system can be applied to any business, and used over and over again.
 
These are time-tested principles Harv has used to create success in his own life, and has seen students use again and
again across a range of industries.
 

Write magnetic copy for your ads, your sales letters, your emails, your website copy, and even your brochures if
you use them

Add upsells, downsells, and cross-sells to instantly increase your pro�ts and bottom line

Bundle your services or programs and how to structure your backend o�ers so you are maximizing your revenue

Create an irresistible tagline and unique selling proposition or hook to give your market clarity on what you do
and why you're the one to help them

Articulate your heart story so you can emotionally connect with your market and make them fall in love with you

Create irresistible o�ers to make sales e�ortless while building extreme goodwill with your customers

Develop the ultimate sales funnel to create real wealth and �nancial success

Spend the same amount of money yet massively increase pro�ts

Set up joint ventures and endorsed mailers to get 10X the exposure and 10X the sales

Use a continuity program to build a baseline with recurring income for your business

Setup the simplest but the most e�ective referral program

Create a frequent buyer incentive program that keeps your customers coming back again and again and again

And much, MUCH more

Here's What People Say About Harv

 

“I Highly Recommend Harv's Work.”
“I have witnessed and admired T. Harv Eker's work for years. I highly recommend his work for anyone
seeking to increase their �nancial, mental and emotional wealth.”

- Jack Can�eld, 
#1 New York Times best-selling co-author of Chicken Soup For The Soul series.
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“Study Harv's Work As If Your Life Depended On It!”
“Study Harv's work as if your life depended on it… Financially, it may!”

- Tony Robbins, 
Best-selling author and Peak Performance Strategist.

 

“Harv Is A Master!”
“Harv is a master at making the road to riches simple. Finally, his powerful principles are available.”

- Marci Shimo�, 
#1 New York Times best-selling author.

 

“Watch Your Relationships Transform.”
“Harv demysti�es why some people are destined to be rich while others are destined for a life of struggle. If
you want to learn about the root cause of success, learn from Harv.”

- Robert G. Allen, 
#1 New York Times best-selling author.

 

“Take One Of His Programs!”
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“Harv has a heart of gold… If you can take one of his programs I highly recommend it.”

- Brian Tracy, 
#1 New York Times best-selling author.

 

What You’ll Get When You Order The Wealthy Marketer Today

 
Here’s a quick taste of the highlights from each module in this program.

 

Module 1: Introduction And The Wealthy Marketing Mind

Why simply learning marketing skills won’t necessarily make you rich - unless you spend the time and energy to
develop a “marketing mind”.

How subconscious blocks around marketing could be causing you to sabotage your own success without you
even realizing it.

The “4 keys” that will help you let go of limiting thoughts and beliefs around marketing that might be holding you
back from success in life.
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Module 2: Marketing Strategy And Target Market

Module 3: The Message

What a marketing system is and why it’s vital to any successful business and how to create your own.

How to identify the perfect market – so you don’t have to spend time, energy and money trying to convince
uninterested people to buy.

How to create a “secondary” market to maximize your income without any added e�ort.

How to develop your business’s message and help your products or services stand out from the crowd.

What a unique selling proposition is, why you need one and how it will help you uncover hidden advantages
against your competitors.
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Module 4: The Medium

Why positioning yourself as an expert is one of the best USP’s (Unique Selling Propositions) you can use in your
marketing and how to automatically become one.

60+ e�ective ways you can market and distribute your product – some you’ve probably never considered before.

What joint ventures are, and why they’re one of the best ways to create rapid growth along with helping you
maintain steady, ongoing momentum in your business.

Step-by-step how to create a referral system, so you can turn your existing customers into raving fans and have
them connect with an unlimited amount of new potential prospects. (Just imagine if every single one of your
customers referred you just 1 new customer - your business would AUTOMATICALLY DOUBLE!)
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Module 5: Maximizing Marketing

How developing a “backend” to your business is the quickest way to get rich in business and how it cultivates
loyal customers or clients who last for life.

What your customer’s lifetime value is and how to increase it by 10X by using T. Harv Eker’s special “marketing
funnel”.

How to create high-end packages and how to create attractive bundles of your products and services using
Harv’s irresistible o�er template.

BONUS TRAINING: How to double your pro�ts in 5 minutes or less.
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Module 6: Million Dollar Copywriting Secrets

How great copywriting can double, triple, or even quadruple your pro�ts - and make the di�erence between a
million dollar launch or a product that bombs.

How to craft powerful headlines for your promotional material that hooks prospects from the second they lay
eyes on it.

The two most e�ective types of stories and how you can use them to create persuasive copy that compels your
potential customers to buy whenever you want.

PLUS, Harv’s very own Million Dollar Copywriting Templates, which you can easily use to create high-performing
sales pages – even if you’ve never written copy before.

Order Now To Lock In A Very Special Discount - 70% Off The Entire Program

Harv has presented the information you’ll learn in this program many times. In fact, the live version of The Wealthy
Marketer sells for $4,000 a ticket.

Because you’re experiencing it online, we don’t have to pay the costs associated with a live event. Now, normally when we
sell the online version of this program we sell it for a modest $1000 tuition.

But you’re not going to pay $1000 today. In fact, we’re not even going to charge $597. For the next few days only, we’re
slashing the price even further, taking 70% o� the regular price.

That’s right. For a limited time, new students can learn the same system that earned Harv hundreds of millions of dollar in
sales for only $297.

Why are we o�ering this ridiculously low price today? It’s simple. We know there are countless business owners out there
who could bene�t from this system, and we want to encourage those who are ready to do whatever it takes and who are
committed to growing their businesses.

That’s our little way of rewarding our students who are serious about creating more wealth in the world. And as soon as
this special o�er expires, the program goes back up to the normal cost of $1000. So don’t wait – order now to lock in this
special price.

 

Not Sure About The Program? Try It For 30 Days Risk-Free

 
We know it can be nerve-wracking to invest in a new program to expand or kickstart your business. What if the program
doesn’t address your business’s unique problems? What if it just tells you information you already know? Or what if you try
everything outlined in the program and it doesn’t work?

We’re con�dent that this program has something to o�er everyone – no matter what type of business you run or how long
you’ve been on the market. But if you’re not sure, not to worry.

We would never ask you to take a risk we wouldn’t take ourselves. That’s why we back every single enrollment with a super
easy, 30 day money-back guarantee. If for any reason you’re not fully satis�ed with the program, simply contact us for a
quick and courteous refund.
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(But just between us. We’ve seen Harv share this knowledge with tens of thousands of people before, and we’ve seen the
results as it transformed their lives. We strongly believe you’ll like what you see once you’re enrolled in the program…
because we’ve already seen thousands of students use these principles to achieve real, lasting success.)

 

 

Click The Add To Cart Button & Get Access To T. Harv Eker's Secrets Of The
Wealthy Marketer Now

 

 
Upgrade to PRO and 

save over $1,390 in extra bonuses!
 
  

The Wealth Marketer PRO edition includes everything in the original version, PLUS:
  

 
Want more details on each bonus? Click here.

 

The Wealthy Marketer

Certi�cate of Completion

Know Your Customers Survey Secrets

javascript:void();
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 $2,390 
$397

 

 

The Wealthy Marketer

 
Get instant access with one payment and  

save 70% on the entire program
  

 

 $1,000 
$297

 

ADD TO CART (HTTPS://WWW.HARVEKERONLINE.COM/TWM-PRO/CART/)

https://www.harvekeronline.com/twm-pro/cart/
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 All orders processed on a secure server.

 
What Happens After You Order

1. Click the “Add To Cart” button above and you’ll be taken to a Secure Checkout page.
 

2. Complete your order and you’ll get an email with your login name and password.
 

3. Visit www.harvekeracademy.com/login (http://www.harvekeracademy.com/wp-login.php) to get access to The
Wealthy Marketer program.

 
4. You will receive each of the 6 Modules from the program every week for 6 weeks.

 

ADD TO CART (HTTPS://WWW.HARVEKERONLINE.COM/TWM/LAUNCH-CART/)

 

But Before You Decide… A Word Of Warning!
 
We know that $297 can be a lot of money. Especially if you’re just starting out, or your business is nowhere near the level
you want it to be.

But when it comes to success, there’s a simple way… and there’s a hard way.

You can spend years experimenting with this stu�, attempting to learn e�ective marketing through trial and error.
Knowing all the while that you might be missing out on potential pro�ts while you try to �nd your footing. And in the end?
You may become rich. Or if you’re like most people, you’ll struggle forever.

Or there’s the simple way. You can �nd someone who’s already had multiple successful businesses under their belt.
Someone who’s already made millions and millions using time-tested techniques and systems. And you can learn how
they got to where they are today.

The saying goes “time is money”. And it’s true that time is our most precious commodity. Why risk the hassle and expense
of taking a shot in the dark that may or may not work? Following in the footsteps of someone who’s already in the position
you want to be in eliminates the risk, the frustration, and most of all… all the wasted time!

So if you’re serious about �nding success – without spending years trying to develop your own way – then T. Harv Eker’s
“The Wealthy Marketer” is for you.
 
 

Still Have Questions?

See Below For Answers To Our Most Common Questions

Can't I just hire a marketing agency? Why do I need to know how to market?

I don't like to sell. Is this program still for me?

+

+

http://www.harvekeracademy.com/wp-login.php
https://www.harvekeronline.com/twm/launch-cart/
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When is this course being held?

There are a lot of resources and experts on the topic of marketing. How is The Wealthy Marketer different?

What if I don't like The Wealthy Marketer? Will you refund my money?

Do I get access to the whole course immediately when I enroll in the program?

 
Upgrade to PRO and 

save over $1,390 in extra bonuses!
 
  

The Wealth Marketer PRO edition includes everything in the original version, PLUS:
  

 
Want more details on each bonus? Click here.

 

 

 $2,390 
$397

 

 

The Wealthy Marketer

The Wealthy Marketer

Certi�cate of Completion

Know Your Customers Survey Secrets

ADD TO CART (HTTPS://WWW.HARVEKERONLINE.COM/TWM-PRO/CART/)

+

+

+

+

javascript:void();
https://www.harvekeronline.com/twm-pro/cart/
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Get instant access with one payment and  

save 70% on the entire program
  

 

 $1,000 
$297

 

 

 

 
 All orders processed on a secure server.

 
What Happens After You Order

1. Click the “Add To Cart” button above and you’ll be taken to a Secure Checkout page.
 

2. Complete your order and you’ll get an email with your login name and password.
 

3. Visit www.harvekeracademy.com/login (http://www.harvekeracademy.com/wp-login.php) to get access to The
Wealthy Marketer program.

 
4. You will receive each of the 6 Modules from the program every week for 6 weeks.

 

ADD TO CART (HTTPS://WWW.HARVEKERONLINE.COM/TWM/LAUNCH-CART/)

http://www.harvekeracademy.com/wp-login.php
https://www.harvekeronline.com/twm/launch-cart/
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HARVEKER.COM (HTTP://HARVEKER.COM) 

MAKEOVERCOACHING.COM (HTTP://MAKEOVERCOACHING.COM)

HOME (HTTP://HARVEKER.COM) 

STORE (HTTP://WWW.HARVEKER.COM/EDUCATION/) 

CONTACT (HTTP://WWW.HARVEKER.COM/CONTACT/) 

TERMS & CONDITIONS (HTTP://WWW.HARVEKER.COM/TERMS/) 

PRIVACY POLICY (HTTP://WWW.HARVEKER.COM/PRIVACY/) 

REFUND POLICY (HTTP://WWW.HARVEKER.COM/TERMS/)

 (https://www.facebook.com/HarvEker)    (https://twitter.com/t_harv_eker)  

 (https://www.youtube.com/user/THarvEker)    (https://www.linkedin.com/in/tharveker)
This website contains proprietary information which is periodically updated. No part of this website or its contents may be used without the express written consent of

Harv Eker International .™

http://harveker.com/
http://makeovercoaching.com/
http://harveker.com/
http://www.harveker.com/education/
http://www.harveker.com/contact/
http://www.harveker.com/terms/
http://www.harveker.com/privacy/
http://www.harveker.com/terms/
https://www.facebook.com/HarvEker
https://twitter.com/t_harv_eker
https://www.youtube.com/user/THarvEker
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tharveker

